CICIND is a private association, founded in 1973, registered in Switzerland. CICIND deals with all aspects of Industrial Chimneys (Concrete, Steel or FRP/GRP) such as Design, Construction, Maintenance, Materials and Operation.

The Scope and Purpose of CICIND:
- Promote knowledge about industrial chimneys
- Stimulate harmonisation of national design codes
- Organise international meetings and conferences to discuss solutions to problems associated with industrial chimneys
- Publish Model Codes and Technical Papers
- Sponsor Research in Chimney Technology

CICIND has 230 Members (2015) from 37 Countries in all continents.

The Members are individuals from
- Chimney Owners
- Chimney Builders
- Construction Material Suppliers
- Subcontractors and Installers
- Consulting Engineers
- Research Institutes or Academics.

CICIND has edited approx. 780 Publications about Chimney Technology:
- 15 Model Codes and Technical Manuals
- 3 Books and
- 750 Proceedings and Reprints presented at Conferences/Meetings.

Membership in CICIND:

CICIND is a private Association, comprising individual members and members representing companies and other organisations.

CICIND members represent chimney owners, builders, component suppliers, consultants and research institutes. Persons interested in Chimney Engineering and/or in Chimney Business in general are welcome in CICIND. In the case you want additional information or if you want to join CICIND, please mail to the Secretary your major coordinates:

secretary@cicind.org.

General information about CICIND can be obtained from the website:
www.cicind.org.

Welcome in the World’s only International Chimney Organisation:
CICIND